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Massage & Bodywork Magazine
F eatures Zero Balancing
by David Lauterstein

The September/October issue of the digital
edition of Massage & Bodywork features two
articles written by David Lauterstein. David's
passion and commitment to Zero Balancing
is remarkable and his articles are beautifully
written.

Life in the Bo nes: E x plo ring Zero Balancing's S keletal S ide o f
the Musculo skeletal E quatio n

"Years ago, a Rolfer friend of mine told me that after some years of
working with the muscles and fascia, I would feel I was working on the
bones. Sure enough, a few years after that conversation, it happened."
( Click here to read the entire article)
Zero Balancing: A Co nversatio n with its fo under F ritz S mith
"In bodywork, some practitioners focus on physical structure and
others focus on energy. Zero Balancing is unique in that it focuses on
both simultaneously and consciously. At 90 years old, the founder of
Zero Balancing, Fritz Smith, MD is still teaching, innovating, and
contributing to this systematic approach to the whole person."
( Click here to read the entire article)

New ZB Tables Through Oakworks!
THIS JUS T IN!
Two custom tables, made especially for ZBers, are now
available through Oakworks. Both tables
offer durability, narrow width, adjustable height and
lighter weight. Toughflex Fabric and Firm Response
foam are added features for ease of working during
Zero Balancing sessions. Tables can be purchased in
royal blue or black and accessories are also available.
Custom ZB Portable Manipulation Table
Aluminum frame; Toughflex fabric (royal blue or black) & Firm Response Foam
27" wide and 25lbs.
Price: $593
Custom ZB Aurora Model Table
Wood frame; Toughflex fabric (royal blue or black) & Firm Response Foam
24" wide and 23lbs.
Price $490

Certified Zero Balancers and Certification Candidates receive a 10% discount on
purchases. Call the ZBHA office @ 410-381-3956 to order or
For additional details, click here to go to the ZBHA store.

ZB and Cancer - An Evolving Relationship
by Efrat Livny,

Certified ZB Practitio ner and F aculty

When I was enrolled in massage school in 1997,
cancer was considered an absolute contraindication
in textbooks and practice alike. So perhaps it should
not have come as a surprise to me that when I
received my diagnosis of advanced ovarian cancer in
2001, none of my colleagues were willing to offer me
bodywork. It was a sobering moment when the
connection and support I so craved in the midst of
challenging treatments and a frequent sense of

disorientation and isolation, were not available to
me.
Fast forward to 2004, when I took ZBI and instantly
became an avid student and practitioner. By that
time, with the experience I had had on my own
cancer journey, I had sought and completed training
in Oncology Massage. This new specialty was rapidly
gaining traction, opening new avenues of care for
both clients and practitioners and being
incorporated into medical centers that were
pioneering a more integrative approach to cancer
care. I was working with clients living with cancer in
my private practice and as part of a University of
Wisconsin integrative medicine program.
Additionally, I was teaching Oncology Massage in
several massage schools in the Madison, Wisconsin area. It was, therefore, quite
disorienting for me as a fresh ZBer to find out that cancer, again, was considered
a red flag, and basically contraindicated in the practice of ZB.
Read full article

Zero Balancing Coast to Coast
ZB I AT OMEGA INSTITUTE
Rhinebeck, New York
There are many Zero Balancing
classes to choose from and
they stretch from coast to
coast!
To find classes listed on the
ZBHA website, just click on the
course calendar link below:
Co urse Calendar

Pictured at left, Jim
McCormick, along with Tom
Gentile, Lisa Berger, Barbara
Mahler and Susan Klein taught
another successful and
outstanding Zero Balancing I
class at the Omega Institute in
Rhineback, NY in September.

ZB I AT ESALEN INSTITUTE
Big Sur, California

Dr. Fritz Smith and Linda Wobeskya
taught a Zero Balancing I class at
Esalen Institute in California in
September.
Esalen has hosted Zero Balancing
classes for decades. The surrounding
mountains and ocean, the food, the
ambiance all make for the perfect
setting to learn and practice Zero
Balancing.

Newly Certified Zero Balancing Practitioners
Devona Brown, Iron Mountain, MI
Monica Crawford, Bennington, VT
Terra Friedman, Forestville, CA
Anna Marie Kutcher, Richard, VA
Anne Marie Ross, Waynesboro, VA
Sharon Thomas, Clyde, TX
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